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Introduction 
This document is a brief description of how the sensor can be integrated into an IPv6 network. The 

processes involved in the interaction with the device are well established by the Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF) as Request for Comments (RFC) documents and they are cited as reference to which the 

reader can refer for deeper understanding of a specific topic. We introduce the relevant configuration of 

the Contiki operating system used on our devices, describe one of the major feature of the IPv6 used to 

setup a network and finally give an example of a network configuration through which one can get more 

understanding on how to build and integrate an external network such as the PLC protocol.  

The Sensor Setup 
The sensor is running Contiki-OS v2.6 and is configured as an IPv6 host (in contrast to a router): the RPL 

protocol [1] (Routing Protocol for Low-power and Lossy Network) is deactivated and the node is set in a 

non-router mode. The following parameters are set in the configuration file: 

 UIP_CONF_IPV6 = 1 

 UIP_CONF_IPV6_RPL = 0 

 UIP_CONF_ROUTER = 0 

A device running Contiki-OS is by default configured as a router and the usage of the RPL protocol is 

highly recommended in this kind of application. But the way our sensor will be used in the final network 

configuration (Figure 1) doesn’t offer a great benefit by using these techniques. The deactivation of these 

two features involves the following:  

 As a non-RPL node, the device doesn’t share anymore its address through DAO (Destination 

Advertisement Object) message and could not be associated to a parent with the reception of 

DIO (DODAG Information Object). In other terms, the node cannot take part in a DODAG instance 

and therefore non-longer benefits from the technique offered in this routing technology like 

“find the best path according to some metrics and constraints” or the “intelligent and 

autonomous reparation of the network”.   

 As a non-RPL node in non-router mode, the device behaves like a host. The system is configured 

internally to accept and send expected ICMPv6 messages only (RS as output, RA as input).  

Our sensor would be included in a network which is more like a star topology where the device will 

finally communicate its information only to a preconfigured device (Figure 1b): the border-router. 

Although the RPL functionally is disabled, the node can still find the nexthop (i.e. neighbors) thanks to 

the Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) which is inherent to the IPv6 internet protocol [2] and explained 

in the chapter Neighbor Discovery Protocol.  

The route-over scheme for the routing and forwarding functions as described in [3] is used when we 

enable the RPL protocol. We must note that this schema is still in use when we disable RPL but since we 

do actually no routing within our wireless network, this route-over mechanism become superfluous. The 
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mesh addressing (mesh-under scheme) as explained in [3] and detailed in [4] is not implemented in 

Contiki-OS. 
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Figure 1. The RPL protocol in (a) is too complex for the type of network  

we want to implement as shown in (b).  

Neighbor Discovery Protocol 
In the following section we’ll show with an example how the Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) is used 

by the IPv6 devices to create and join a network. For a complete understanding of this protocol, the 

reader is invited to refer to the documentation in [5]. In this section we introduce only the most basic 

concepts and use simple terms to describe how this protocol is used by our IPv6 sensor.  

Consider the Figure 2 where each circle represents a physical device. On the right is our IPv6 Sensor, in 

the middle is the Border-Router which is mandatory and making the bridge between the wired and 

wireless network. And finally the far left circle represents any kind of computer belonging to the 

standard IPv4 or IPv6 network.  To make each of this devices communicating with each other, the NDP 

protocol is used.  

SensorBorder-routerExternal

6LoWPAN networkStandard network

 
Figure 2. Simple diagram. 
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The stateless autoconfiguration 

Each network interface a device possesses has a unique MAC address created when the device is 

manufactured. For example, the MAC address of our sensor is 00:12:4b:00:04:0e:fa:db. The IPv6 

protocol will make use of this address to generate an IPv6 address automatically. This address generation 

is a novel feature introduced in the IPv6 standard which can replace the DHCP service of IPv4 (though 

there is equally a DHCPv6). This IP generation is described in the reference document “IPv6 Stateless 

Address Autoconfiguration” [6]. 

Whenever a network interface is enabled on a device, it will automatically create a link-local address 

based on the MAC address or generated randomly. The Windows 7 operating system creates its IPv6 link-

local address randomly, whereas a Linux based operating system as well as the Contiki-OS will creates 

this address based on their MAC address. A link-local address always begin with the prefix fe80::/64. 

This link-local address is used by the devices which are on the same link to communicate with each other 

and thus should be unique only within this local scope. Therefore, the external device in Figure 2 cannot 

use this link-local address to send a packet to our sensor. To make this communication possible, each 

device need what is called in IPv6 a global address. Our sensor will equally generate this global address 

automatically based on its MAC address once it receives the IPv6 prefix of the network sent by a router.  

The Router-Discovery messages 
The Router-Discovery message will allow the nodes to find a router, generate a global address and then 

start the communication within the network. As said in the previous paragraph, the sensor generates its 

global address with the information contained in the Router-Advertisement (RA) message sent by the 

router.  The device acting as a router can be either a predestined machine in the network, a simple 

program running on a host (e.g. radvd) or directly implemented on the Contiki border-router. We’ll 

continue to use the name ‘router’ as a generalized term and use ‘border-router’ when we refer to the 

router from Contiki. 

The router sends this RA message at periodic but random interval or immediately when a device requests 

it with a Router-Solicitation (RS) message. The information we are interested in in the RA message shown 

in Figure 3 are the Router Lifetime and the Prefix Information which is contained in the Options field. The 

Reachable Time and Retrans Timer parameter are kept at their default value. They are used by the 

Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm which we don’t consider for the moment.  
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Figure 3. The Router-Advertisement message contains amongst other 
 the Router Lifetime and the Prefix Information (Options field) which 
is the global prefix received by the sensor to construct the network. 

The Router Lifetime parameter tells the device receiving the RA message how long the router must be 

considered as a default router. In fact, every IPv6 device, as defined in the standard, must have amongst 

other data structures a Default Router List. The entries of this list are the routers to which the packets 

are sent when the destination of the message isn’t a link-local address or doesn’t belong to the same 

network. The parameter is 16-bits long but the maximum permitted value is 9000 seconds. After this 

delay, if no new RA is received to update the internal timer associated to this router, the node removes 

the default router from the list and must solicit a new RA message from the router by sending a new RS 

message. If the value of the Router Lifetime is set to 0, the router won’t be considered as a default router 

by the node (the RA message is still used to share other information equally). In the other case, the node 

adds this default router on the Default Router List. This entry will be used as a nexthop (next destination) 

for the transmission of a packet with an off-link destination.  

The Prefix Information parameter tells two things: first it tells the device receiving the RA message the 

range of IP addresses that reside on-link and can be reached directly without going through a router and 

secondly, if the device must create a global address based on this prefix.  

For example, if the prefix contained in the RA message is aaaa::/64, our sensor will generate the global 

address aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6  because its MAC address is 00:12:4b:00:04:33:ee:e6. For this 

auto-generation of global address, the autonomous address-configuration flag A in the Prefix 

Information option (Figure 4) must be set. If this flag isn’t set, this means that this prefix must be only 

considered as on-link (providing the L flag is set). Unlike the Router Lifetime, the Valid and Preferred 

Lifetime parameters of the Prefix Information option can be set to infinite by setting the value 

0xFFFFFFFF, in which case the prefix won’t be removed from the Prefix List data structure and therefore 

will remain forever unless a new finite value is received for this prefix in a subsequent advertisement.  

 
Figure 4. Prefix Information option of the RA message. 

The on-link flag L, when set to 1, tells the recipient of the option that this prefix can be used for deciding 

whether or not an address is “on-link”. Concretely, Contiki-OS add this prefix on the Prefix List only if this 

flag is set. Then, when a packet has to be send, the prefix of the destination address will be compared to 

each entries of the Prefix List. If there is a match this means that the address is on-link and then the 
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nexthop of the message will be directly the destination address already set in the message, otherwise in 

case the address is off-link, the system sends the message directly to the default router.  

There are two other options sent within the RA message.  

The Source Link-Local Address Option (SLLAO) is the link-local address from which the RA message is 

sent. Contiki-OS saves this address on the Neighbor Cache. The standard stipulates that the entries in the 

Default Router List point to the Neighbor Cache but this is not directly the case in Contiki-OS. This latter 

allocates a different memory space for both lists, and thus, when a message has to be sent to a default 

router, the system doesn’t look in Neighbor Cache to find the address of this default router but on the 

Default Router List. The Neighbor Cache is however still used to verify the state of the router which is 

considered finally as a neighbor. The SLLAO option is added by default in the RA message and there is no 

deactivation variable available for the user to choose at compilation time if the SLLAO is added or not. It 

is present in any case. 

The second option is the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) which tells the node the maximum packet 

size in octets that can be conveyed in one transmission unit over a link. 

Neighbor-Discovery messages 

Alongside the Router-Discovery messages, the nodes in an IPv6 network use the neighbor discovery 

messages to resolve the address of interface present in the network and to quickly purge cached values 

that become invalid. This messages exchange is realized at a more frequent rate that the router-

discovery message. Nodes send Neighbor-Solicitation (NS) message to request the link-layer address of a 

target while also providing their own link-layer address to the target. Neighbor Solicitations are multicast 

when the node needs to resolve an address and unicast when the node seeks to verify the reachability of 

a neighbor. Nodes send Neighbor-Advertisement (NA) in respond to a NS message.  

Nodes populate their Neighbor Cache data structure with address of individual neighbors to which traffic 

has been sent recently. In our network topology, the sensor will keeps track of the reachability state of 

the default router interface and verify at periodic interval its reachability. This mechanism is part of the 

Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm.  

The state of a node change from RECHEABLE to STALE after a predefined time configured at compilation 

time. The default value for this parameter in Contiki-OS is 10 minutes. This means that every 10 minutes 

the nodes will exchange NS and NA message to verify their reachability. The state of a neighbor remains 

STALE until the next communication with this neighbor. If this latter is reachable it’ll receive the packet 

normally but the transmission is immediately followed by a NS message sent by the node which has 

initiated the communication (or equally sends from the other side if the neighbor state has equally 

expired). The neighbor state changes then from STALE  DELAY  PROBE and get back finally to 

RECHABLE. Otherwise, in case the neighbor is not reachable after a number of attempts, the neighbor is 

removed from the Neighbor Cache. Subsequent traffic to this neighbor will recreate the entry and the 

node has to perform address resolution again where by default the state of the neighbor is set to 

INCOMPLETE.  
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The neighbor periodic reachability test is actually kept to its default value of 10 minutes.  

Sensor inclusion process 

The default behavior of a sensor running Contiki and with the NDP enabled is to find a router in its 

neighborhood. For that purpose it first sends a RS message and waits for the solicited RA message from a 

router as depicted in Figure 5. Note that with the current implementation of the border-router in Contiki, 

this latter doesn’t make the difference with a Solicited and Unsolicited RA message. In fact, it broadcasts 

the Solicited RA message as it does for the Unsolicited RA message. The standard says, however, to send 

the Solicited RA message only to the source of the RS message and not to use a multicast address. No 

impact on the rest of the protocol was detected for the moment because of this negligence.   

RS
RA

RA

RA

.

.

.

Sensor Router

Solicited 
RA message

Unsolicited 
RA message{Random 

time

fe80::200  Network Prefix: 
aaaa::/64aaaa::1  

fe80::1  

aaaa::200

 
Figure 5. Router-Discovery mechanism  

in the IPv6 Neighbor Discovery Protocol. 

After the exchange of the messages shown in Figure 5, the sensor takes part on the network defined by 

the prefix aaaa::/64 which means that it can now receive and send messages to the external world with 

its global address. The sensor receives periodically the RA message from the router so that it can keep its 

membership to the network. If it turns out that it doesn’t receive any more the RA message, after the 

delay configured from the last RA message, the sensor deletes the router from its internal Default Router 

List. However it’ll keep its global address if the prefix lifetime has been set to infinite.  

In a normal scenario, the router should not be deleted if this latter is present and continue to send 

normally the RA message at periodic intervals smaller than the configured router lifetime. However, 

since we’ve incorporated The Custom RDC where the sensor is sleeping most of the time, this latter can 

then miss most of the time the reception of this periodic RA message and then remove the router from 

the list after the expiration of the delay. If that happens, the sensor is currently programmed to request 

immediately a new RA. A better algorithm is nevertheless envisaged in order to avoid for the sensor to 

remove the router information every time.  

The border-router implementation 
To communicate with an IPv6 network through the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the sensor is required to be 

connected to a device acting as a bridge. This device is called the Border-Router (6LBR) in the 6LoWPAN 

network. The border-router can be implemented in many ways. The Contiki-OS project provides source 

code of the border-router for many platforms. Once we have understood how the border-router should 
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behave in the network and what should be its interaction with the other nodes, we can create our own 

border-router based on the default code provided by Contiki and configure it on our way. The following 

section provides very basic but useful information for the user to find the code dedicated to the border-

router and the files location for further development.    

One of the codes for the border-router in Contiki is located in the examples\ipv6\rpl-border-router 

folder. Although this is by default a RPL border-router, we can simply disable this protocol by setting the 

variable UIP_CONF_IPV6_RPL to 0 as we did for the sensor. The NDP protocol is by default disabled. If we 

want the border-router to send RA messages and thus act as a router as described above, we need to 

activate the NDP with the variable UIP_CONF_ND6_SEND_RA set to 1. For the sake of simplicity, we’ll 

consider here the border-router as the only router in the network. 

By settings the two parameters above the configuration is almost done. We still need to verify that, as 

explained in Low Power Listening section, the border-router is using the ContikiMAC as a RDC driver and 

the channel check rate is the same as the sensor node. If we use the CC2538DK platform, the ContikiMAC 

is already the default RDC driver (NETSTACK_RDC=contikimac_driver) and the channel check rate 

NETSTACK_RDC_CHANNEL_CHECK_RATE is by default set to 8Hz.  

Above we configured the wireless part for the communication with the nodes in the network. Now 

different options are offered to the user. Since the border-router is the bridge between two worlds, we 

need to implement the other side of the border-router which communicates with the external world. In 

other words, this is the part of the code which translates the 6LoWPAN packets into another 

communication protocol getting through a different interface which is habitually chosen to be the serial 

interface (UART). There is a popular protocol which is already doing that called the Serial Line Internet 

Protocol (SLIP) (standardized in the RFC1055 document by the IETF). Contiki-OS provides of course this 

protocol in its core and the user must only focus on the implementation of the code related to its 

architecture. We can find the SLIP implementation related to the CC2538 architecture in the 

cpu\cc2538\slip-arch.c file of the Contiki project.  

We’ll use here as an example the border-router code from examples\ipv6\rpl-border-router on the 

CC2538DK platform which is connected to a host through the USB connection. The Figure 6 shows the 

configuration. 
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Figure 6. The border-router acts as a bridge between the IPv6 nodes and the standard network. 

In order to connect the slip-radio with the host, we’ll use the tunslip program provided with Contiki in 

the tools folder. This program creates a tunnel interface tun0 on the machine through which, as 

explained previously, the IP packets are converted into serial data and vice versa. The tunslip program is 

then able to convert back the serial data into real IP packets and forward these later on any interface of 

the machine.  

Simple example  

To start the border-router on the Linux machine we execute the following command (for example): 

$ sudo ./tunslip6 -s /dev/ttyUSB1 bbbb::1/64  

This creates the interface tun0 with the address bbbb::1. Before we can ping our sensor, we need to tell 

Linux to route every packet in destination to IP addresses starting with aaaa::/64 to the interface tun0 

with the following command: 

$ sudo route -A inet6 add aaaa::/64 dev tun0 

We can check the configuration with: 

$ netstat -r6 

Now when we ping the sensor with… 

$ ping6 aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6 

…the border-router will first perform address resolution by requesting the link-layer address of the target 

if it is not already in the neighbor cache. For that purpose it’ll use the Neighbor-Solicitation (NS) message 

sent to the solicited-node multicast address corresponding to the target address. For example in the case 

of our sensor, the border-router log (terminal) show: 
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Sending NS to [ff02::1:ff33:eee6] from [fe80::212:4b00:40e:fadb] with target address 

[aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6] 

Received NA from [aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6] to [fe80::212:4b00:40e:fadb] with target address 
[aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6] 

After the exchange of those messages the sensor can finally respond to the ping command: 

user@instant-contiki:~$ ping6 aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6 

PING aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6(aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6) 56 data bytes 

64 bytes from aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6: icmp_seq=12 ttl=63 time=525 ms 

64 bytes from aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6: icmp_seq=14 ttl=63 time=641 ms 

64 bytes from aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6: icmp_seq=15 ttl=63 time=395 ms 

64 bytes from aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6: icmp_seq=16 ttl=63 time=394 ms 

64 bytes from aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6: icmp_seq=17 ttl=63 time=269 ms 

For a next packet to send, the border-router knows that the node is in its neighbor and won’t again send 

the NS/NA packets. We can now communicate with our sensor using UDP packet. For that purpose we 

can use the netcat command: 

user@instant-contiki:~$ nc -6u aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6 3000 

abcd 

abcd 

The sensor is programmed to immediately echo back the received message, in this case ‘abcd’. In the 

example above we connected the nc command to the port 3000 of the sensor because it has been 

defined in the creation of the UDP connection within the code of the sensor: 

client_conn = udp_new(NULL, UIP_HTONS(0), NULL); 

udp_bind(client_conn, UIP_HTONS(3000)); 

We set the first parameter of the udp_new() function to NULL and the second parameter to 0. This 

means that the sensor can receive UDP packet from any IP address and port. With the example above, if 

we look at the log of the sensor we can see: 

5 bytes from [bbbb::1]:58860  

If we want for example to restrict the connection to the IP address and port [bbbb::1]:5000 we could 

write something like:  

static uip_ipaddr_t ipaddr; 

uip_ip6addr(ipaddr,0xbbbb,0,0,0,0,0,0,0x1); 

client_conn = udp_new(&ipaddr, UIP_HTONS(5000), NULL); 

udp_bind(client_conn, UIP_HTONS(3000)); 
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We can use the Wireshark software to capture the packet traveling through the tun0 interface on the 

linux machine (Figure 7).  

 
Figure 7. Example of UDP packet between the border-router and the node seen on Wireshark. 

The example above is presented as a quick start guide for the creation of a connection between a host 

and a device using the NDP and UDP message. The user doesn’t have to worry about the creation of 

these UDP or TCP connections if he decides to use an existing implementation on the application layer. 

The application layer we decided to use in our project because of its efficiency in the low power and 

lossy networks is introduced in the CoAP Application Layer chapter. But before one can communicate 

over the application layer, the network must be created. The next chapter is dedicated to the creation of 

the network involving the process and devices we introduced above. 

Network configuration 
Note that the description of the network configuration below is an idea and the full functionality has not 

been tested yet. The configuration is subjected to change in some or another way. We imagined the 

scenario with the actual knowledge we have on the subject and related to the explanation we give in the 

previous chapters.  

From the previous chapter, we can now better understand how we can integrate our IPv6 sensor into a 

network of PLC plugs having an 802.15.4 wireless connection. Consider the network configuration in the 

Figure 8. There are three types of device in this picture: the sensor, the normal plugs and one master 

plug. This latter can be one normal plug connected to external computer. But in any case this is where 

the intelligence of the entire system must be located and managed. The communication between the 

plugs is realized through the power line with the PLC protocol. One could imagine these PLC plugs like 

computers in a standard network but instead of using the Ethernet interface and cable to receive, send 

and transport a packet, they’ll use their PLC interface and the power line for this purpose.  
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Having the overview of the system in Figure 8 it is easier to imagine how to integrate an IPv6 network in 

this configuration and assign a role on each of these devices.  

PLC

Border-router Plug

IoT Sensor 802.15.4

Master Plug

Prefered Default Router

 
Figure 8. Network configuration. 

The sensor on the network will, as explained at the begining in of this document, be simple leaf in the 

network, without any routing mechanism and it will be sleeping most of the time thanks to the custom 

RDC with which we can still establish an IPv6 communication at any time.  

The normal plugs, like the sensors, would have their own IPv6 address and a complete TCP/IP stack. They 

just won’t implement as the sensors on the same application layer. What it important for these plugs is 

to route the IP packet coming from sensors and containing data of the application layer to the master 

plug via the PLC. They will behave like border-router and therefore they’ll send their own RA messages. 

They will learn the network prefix to send with the RA message from the master plug through the PLC 

with a user defined message. 

The implementation of the plug would require an adaptation layer which will encapsulate the 6LoWPAN 

frame into a PLC frame and decode it at the other side.  

Step-by-step example 

From the sensor point-of-view: 

1. A sensor entering in the room will try to find a default router by sending RS message to a 

multicast address. The nearest border-router will answer to this message with a RA message 

containing the prefix of the network. 

2. The sensor adds this border-router as a default router and equally as a neighbor.  

3. It generates a global address based on the prefix it received.  

4. It is now part of the network with its own address and a default destination for outgoing 

messages. 
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5. In case the sensor receives RA messages from more than one border-router that would not be a 

problem. Contiki can store a maximum of two default routers (maximum number is configurable) 

and for outgoing packets with off-link destination, it’ll use the first one added on the list and 

which is reachable (neighbor state which is not INCOMPLETE, see Neighbor-Discovery 

messages). 

6. The node provides RESTful resources accessible through the CoAP protocol and an external CoAP 

client can subscribe to one of these resources to receive a notification at a periodic interval.  

From the plug point-of-view: 

1. The plug learns the network prefix from the master plug through the PLC interface and creates 

its IPv6 global address from this prefix.  

2. It acts as a border-router and thus sends solicited and unsolicited RA messages with Router 

Lifetime > 0 in order to become a default router for the sensors receiving the message and with 

the autonomous flag set to allow the sensors to generate a global address and join the network.  

3. It sends its link-local address (SLLAO option) with the RA message in order to be considered as a 

neighbor by the sensor and test its reachability at periodic interval.  

4. It must forward the message with destination address other than itself through the PLC. 

From the master plug point-of-view: 

1. It controls the wireless network by sending a network prefix to the other plugs.  

2. It will become a CoAP client and communicate with the sensors through this application protocol 

to receive the measurement data. It subscribes to the resources of the sensor and receives the 

notification at configured periods. 

3. For that purpose it must know the address of the sensors and must retrieve these later from 

each border-router in some way.  

The Figure 9 shows the messages exchanged between the mentioned devices. The messages between 

the border-router and the sensor are traveling on the 802.15.4 wireless media whereas those between 

the plug and the master plug are on the PLC network. The communication about RS/RA messages is 

already explained in a previous chapter as well as those concerning the NS/NA messages. With this 

graphic we have a better overview and understanding on how the messages are happening in time. 

Notice how the NS/NA message exchange occurs for every existing interface providing they 

communicate at least once.  

The master plug must be aware of the sensor address in order to send a CoAP message. In the scenario 

presented in the Figure 9 the border-router forward via the PLC line the link-local (LL) address of the 

sensor immediately after the receipt of the RS message. This way the master plug learns the address of 

the devices present in the network and can access their web resources with the corresponding global 

address.  

This is the easiest way to setup the network with the current implementation of the border-router. 

Another scenario would be to enable the send of the RA messages only on the master plug and consider 
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each plug as a more basic router. But this will require enabling on each of this basic router the multicast 

forwarding mechanism (MPL for LLN) we haven’t explored yet.  

SensorPlug

{

fe80::200  

Network Prefix: aaaa::/64

aaaa::/64  
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Global address 
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Figure 9. Messages exchange between the devices in the IPv6 network with NDP enable. 
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CoAP Application Layer 
The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) will be used to communicate with the sensor. CoAP is the 

HTTP for contained devices with small memory and low power. The sensors allow external devices to 

access their resources through RESTful web services. The sensor in this project uses Erbium which is a 

REST engine and a CoAP implementation of the version 18 [7].  We enable the CoAP functionally in the 

sensor by adding in the code source of the project the application apps\er-coap.  

To communicate with our sensor, an external devices need to use a CoAP client. Knowing the address of 

the sensor, the CoAP client can access its resources using the corresponding URI and the standard HTTP 

methods like GET, POST, PUT and DELETE. An example using a command line coap client will be:  

$ ./coap-client -m get coap://[aaaa::212:4b00:433:eee6]:5683/sensors/power 

We can equally use the Copper (Cu) Firefox plugin [8] to access the resource (Figure 10). As you may see 

in the figure, the toolbar at the top of the Firefox plugin provides the standard HTTP methods GET, POST, 

PUT and DELETE but equally two other important commands: Discovery and Observe. This is two 

additional methods implemented in the CoAP protocol for the constrained sensor device. The Discovery 

command allows the CoAP client to discover the resources available on the sensor (left panel on the 

Copper plugin). The Observer command is used by the client to subscribe to a resource and receive its 

data periodically. 

 
Figure 10. Copper (Cu) Firefox plugin interface. 

Access the periodic resources 

If a sensor node provides periodic resources, the CoAP client can subscribe to this resource by using a 

GET command with the specific Observe flag set. At this moment the sensor registers this observer into 

its Observer List and notify every observers subscribed to the resources at periodic interval. The client 

doesn’t have to request the data every time from the resource, allowing the sensor to sleep during this 

interval. Sometimes (every 20 notifications by default) the sensor sends a Confirmable notification in 

which case the client needs to respond with an acknowledgement to this message. This allows the sensor 
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to determine if the observer it is present and still want to receive the notifications of the sensor’s data. If 

there is no acknowledgement after three Confirmable notifications, the node removes the observer from 

the list. Contiki can save a maximum of three observers for every resource combined. Note that from the 

network configuration described above, the Master plug will be the only observer present in the network 

running the CoAP client.  

Underlying communication mechanisms  
This chapter introduces the underlying mechanisms used in the communication. These mechanisms are 

related to the first layers of the protocol stack and they are highlighted here because the user has the 

possibility to change the related configuration.  

Low Power Listening 
The Low Power Listening (LPL) is a common technique in Wireless Sensor Network for reducing energy 

consumption where nodes periodically wakeup from low power mode to sample the wireless channel to 

detect activity (Clear Channel Assessment, CCA). The LPL in Contiki-OS is implemented through the RDC 

layer called ContikiMAC. Normally the LPL is implemented in the MAC layer, but in Contiki-OS the 

periodic wake-up of the radio was separated into a new layer called the RDC layer. This periodic check of 

the radio is configurable in Contiki before compilation, through a dedicated variable. The low power 

mode the device uses when it doesn’t perform a radio check is equally configurable through a 

parameter. Both of these variables are the main parameters to consider when obuilding a device with 

Contiki.  

The NETSTACK_CONF_RDC_CHANNEL_CHECK_RATE variable configures the LPL check rate and can take a 

minimal value of 2 Hz (default is 8Hz) up to 32Hz. The low power mode used when Contiki does nothing 

depends on the platform where the system is running. On the CC2538 device there are 4 low power 

modes (LMP0 to LPM3). The LPM3 mode cannot be used of course since all timers are turned off in this 

mode and, as an operating system, Contiki need at least one timer for the system ticks. The low power 

mode is selected with the LPM_CONF_MAX_PM variable and is set to 2. In this mode the low frequency 

clock is still alive for the system ticks but half of the RAM is retained. The processor consumes in this 

mode only 1.3µA. The graph in Figure 11 shows us how the current consumption of the device looks like 

when the LPL radio duty cycle is in operation. 

 
Figure 11. The LPL mechanism implemented in the ContikiMAC driver checks  

at a constant rate the radio channel for incoming packets. 
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In order to establish a communication between two devices using the LPL mechanism, the transmission 

of a packet must last longer than the period of radio check. If for example the check rate is 8Hz, the 

duration of a packet must be at least 125ms in order to be detected by the receiver. With the current 

implemented of Contiki-OS, if the receiver is running ContikiMAC, the transmitter of the message must 

equally use ContikiMAC as a RDC with a frequency at least equal or smaller than the receiver no matter if 

it is a border-router or not.  

When Contiki-OS transmits a packet with the ContikiMAC driver, the packet will be sent a number of 

times (strobes) during a maximum period of time equal to the channel check period. The strobes stop 

when the transmitter receives the acknowledge message of the reception and therefore the transmission 

can last less that the entire period. This maximum period is configured in Contiki with the variable 

STROBE_TIME which is calculated at compilation time directly from the 

NETSTACK_CONF_RDC_CHANNEL_CHECK_RATE parameter. Thus, one may think that it can implement an 

always listening device such as a border-router with the null RDC driver of Contiki but this is not the case. 

This latter doesn’t implement any mechanism which takes in account the RDC of the receiver: neither the 

strobes nor a long tone message to wake-up the wireless nodes.   

Therefore, although configured with ContikiMAC, a border-router can becomes an always listening 

device by simply disabling its RDC in the code. This will maintain the mechanism required to send a 

message as explained above. 

The Custom RDC 
The average current consumption at the default RDC period of 8Hz can be quite high for a battery 

powered device using a solar panel to recharge the battery. Reducing the RDC periods to 2Hz as we did 

during our experiment can help the solar panel to recharge the battery by a factor of 4. But a question 

remains: Why would we let the RDC run during night while we know in advance that no communication 

will happen during this period, at least no message will come from the border-router? The response can 

be quite well developed to answer this question and one may find many reasons to not do that. The 

simplest answer to this question is because as an IPv6 device, the sensor must be joinable at any 

moment. We won’t deprive our sensor of this feature, but as the major goal of this work is to reduce the 

current consumption as much as possible of the sensor while maintaining the IPv6 communication, we 

investigate the possibility to have a better control of the radio duty cycle at the expense of reducing a 

the responsivity of the device.  

This is why we implemented this custom RDC within Contiki-OS which now allow the device to 

completely disable the radio channel check when it is not really needed. The following paragraph will 

introduce this new custom RDC and the implication that come with while we use the IPv6 protocol.  

As said in a previous section of this document, due to the absence of the LPL mechanism, the sensor is no 

more able to immediately receive the habitual and periodic NS and RA packets from other nodes in the 

network, especially the border-router.  But from the empirical communication test we did while using 

this custom RDC no harmful situations have been encountered regarding the IPv6 protocol. The RA 
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message can be immediately requested by the node when needed and the nodes will perform the 

neighbor’s unreachability detection immediately at wake-up (exchange of NS and NA message).  

Within this custom RDC, a wake-up mechanism has been implemented for the periodic RESTful resources 

using automatically the period of each periodic resources as a wake-up interval. The system keeps track 

of a Wake-Up List where the smallest wake-up interval from this list is used as the next wake-up. The 

value of each entries in this list is then updated by removing the time spend in sleep mode. This way 

every wake-up are independent from each other and the software can add a wake-up at any time 

without compromising the precision and synchronization of the other wake-up.   

The user can deactivate this custom RDC by setting the parameter ENABLE_CUSTOM_RDC to 0.  
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